
 

Lutron Homeworks Illumination 164

homeworks illumination is also the first system to use the lutron
homeworks qs x processor, which is a more powerful processor than the

previous generation. the qs x processor will allow you to monitor and
control the lighting in your home in a much more efficient way. it can

even act as a hub in your home network. homeworks illumination is also
the first system to have a built-in whole house audio system. this allows

you to control the audio in your home to music, streaming radio, or a
combination of the two. this is a huge bonus if you have two zones in the
living room and you want to turn them off during movies. lutron is always
looking at ways to improve the home experience for its customers and is
pleased to offer the latest in homeworks technology. lutron homeworks
illumination 164 and homeworks qsqx illumination 164 continue to offer

the same comprehensive automation, exceptional ease of use and ease of
maintenance as the homeworks range. lutron homeworks illumination 164
is a complete reimagining of the homeworks range with a fresh new look,
improved ergonomics and a strong personality. it features a distinctive
midnight blue, quilted grain door in a glass cabinet finished in rich dark

walnut. the key features of lutron homeworks illumination 164 and
homeworks qsqx illumination 164 are explained on our webpage. the

homeworks 1661, 1662, and 1663 (or 1661qs, 1662qs, and 1663qs) are
the standard wired homeworks lighting systems. they can be used to
operate up to 16 homeworks devices and four homeworks wireless rf

products. the homeworks 1661qs, 1662qs, and 1663qs are all available
for purchase through pulse cinemas and our recommended installation

partners. the homeworks 1661, 1662, and 1663 (or 1661qs, 1662qs, and
1663qs) are the standard wired homeworks lighting systems. lutron
homeworks illumination 164 and homeworks qsqx illumination 164
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